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ABSTRACT

Low-cost forms of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) such as

phone calls, email, faxes, online town halls, and social media are thought to im-

prove Congress’ ability to capture and be responsive to constituent views. However,

scholarly work finds evidence that Congressional offices don’t use ICTs to listen to

constituent concerns. Rather, Members of Congress use such technologies for one-

way communication and self-promotion, indicating a clear disconnect between the

promises, expectations, and realities of Congress adopting these technologies for re-

sponsive engagement. Using data from a survey and interviews with Congressional

staff, we find that this disconnect can be partially explained by institutional pres-

sures. Congress adopts ICTs as a symbol of institutional legitimacy and to efficiently

respond to constituents via form letters. The language of responsiveness touted by

congressional offices allows staff to bridge public narrative and institutional prac-

tice by using the same word to promote different values in constituent engagement.

This disconnect leads to a mismatch between the public’s expectations of how ICTs

might influence communicative practices by elected officials and how such tools are

used in practice.
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1. Introduction

The styles and methods of communication between representatives of government and

their electoral constituencies has dramatically shifted over the past decade. This shift

is due to the growing use of communications technology to communicate with citizens.

With this change is a growing sense from scholars and the public alike that citizens

will have more access to their policymakers – influencing their decisions and actions by

providing increased information and accountability. Yet burgeoning empirical evidence

challenges this claim, finding more evidence these communication technologies are

used for self-promotion and one-way communication from representatives rather than

bringing citizens and their views closer to influencing policy decisions (e.g., Abernathy,

2015; Golbeck et al., 2010; Mergel, 2012; Glassman et al., 2013). If we conceptualize

policy responsiveness as paying attention to and acting upon citizen’s policy wishes and

demands (Korolev, 2015; Soroka and Wlezien, 2010; Esaiasson et al., 2017), then there

is a clear conflict between the promises, expectations, and realities of adopting these

technologies. Although many scholars have demonstrated this gap between rhetoric

and practice, there is no clear picture of what may be causing this to occur.

To investigate, we look to the perceptions and practices of Congressional staff, focus-

ing on their use of information and communications technology (ICT) for constituent

correspondence. As we will document, ICTs fall short of the notions of responsiveness

advertised publicly by staffers. Rather, ICTs act as symbolic gestures of openness due

to pressures to appear legitimate to both the constituency and Congress. These behav-

iors mimic organizational theories of institutional isomorphism, where organizations
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are driven to incorporate practices that have become the norm in an institutional

field in order to appear legitimate vis-à-vis competitive organizations. These practices

can conflict with actual goals of the organizations because they work towards creat-

ing institutional legitimacy more than actual efficacy (Meyer and Rowan, 1977). In

other words, Members of Congress (MOC) adopt practices and technologies that are

taken-for-granted by Congress and external parties, not to improve the outcome of

their office, but to symbolize legitimacy as an office within Congress.

We reached these conclusions using a quantitative survey of 200 staff followed by

six months of ethnographic observations and interviews with 47 staff. In the survey,

the majority of staffers report that one of their top duties for correspondence is to

be “responsive” to constituents. Staff report that ICTs, when used in their full ca-

pacity, could support their duties for constituent correspondence. This reinforced our

understandings that ICTs are widely promoted as an effective tool for responsive con-

stituent communication. In analyzing these survey results through the lens of our

larger ethnographic investigation, we identified a very different picture of constituent

communication. During interviews, staff reported that constituent communication had

minimal value for their office’s policy decision–making. Instead, the primary goal of

communication is to formulate pro forma explanatory letters sent to constituents. Al-

though surveyed staff claim “responsiveness” is a top priority to their correspondence

practices, ICTs are used primarily to “respond” to constituent contact via a stock reply

letter. The term “responsiveness” allowed staff to bridge public narrative and orga-

nizational practice by using the same word to promote different values in constituent

engagement. This difference highlights a symbolic adoption of technology, where ICTs

act as symbols of institutional legitimacy that allow Congress to promote an image of

responsive engagement without adopting practices that conform to normative notions
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of responsive behavior.

This work responds to political and communication scholars who call for more

institutional-centric research to understand how technologies mediate communications

and reflect theories of representation (Chadwick, 2011). Our results shed a light on

how institutional pressures of Congress affect MOCs’ technology adoption, constituent

communication processes, and interpretations of responsive engagement.

2. Background Literature

2.1. Constituent Communication Growth

Open communication channels with constituencies — in service of both re-elections and

policymaking — are defining characteristics of democratically elected representatives.

Communication with constituents offers representatives the ability to obtain, discern,

and respond to constituent request and policy opinions, inform constituents of their

actions and policy decisions (Lipinski and Neddenriep, 2004), obtain and continually

reinforce feelings of trust, and establish credibility to the constituency (Fenno, 2003).

There is an unprecedented growth in the volume of information flowing between

Members of Congress and constituents. From 1995 to 2004, MOCs experienced a four-

fold increase in all contact from citizens (Fitch et al., 2005), and more recent anecdotal

evidence from staffers suggests this has substantially increased since then. Offices are

forced to reallocate staff resources away from other tasks like casework and legislative

activities to manage the growing volume of policy communication (Hysom, 2008). In

2005, some offices reported allocating up to 50% of their staff to constituent corre-

spondence (Fitch et al., 2005) . The result is an undeniable change to the volume of

citizen-policymaker communication.
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2.2. The Introduction of ICT

Much of the increased citizen communication volume is due to the introduction of ICT

which make it easier to collect, discern, and disseminate information. Modern forms

of constituent communication in the U.S. Congress are multi-faceted and increas-

ingly multi-modal activities (Lassen and Brown, 2011). MOCs use a blend of methods

such as phone calls, email, faxes, town halls, in-person meetings, and social media to

communicate with their constituencies. They acquire customer relation management

software, also known as constituent databases, to manage constituent correspondence

(Abernathy, 2015), and hire specialized staff for constituent services such as answer-

ing calls and letters, assisting in casework (Foundation, 2017), and developing new

media production on social media platforms (Fitch et al., 2005). In return, citizens

use these ever-growing numbers of digital and non-digital platforms to communicate

with MOCs. This growth in communication has created an unprecedented volume of

information flowing between MOCs and constituents, undeniably changing the way

citizens and policymakers communicate.

With this growing use of ICT came increased optimism by policymakers and schol-

ars alike that ICTs will positively alter the manner in which Congress engages the

public. For example, there is ample discussion on how new ICTs are reconfiguring rep-

resentation and participation (e.g., Chadwick and May, 2003; Grönlund, 2003; Mayer-

Schönberger and Lazer, 2007). By offering low-cost forms of engagement and easier ac-

cess to constituent information, ICTs can promote more direct forms of representative-

constituent communication, making it easier for MOCs to discern and be responsive

to policy views and demands of the constituency (Lazer et al., 2012). Such changes to

communication can also enable different kinds of representation (Mansbridge, 2003).

Some scholars predict that ICTs will alter forms of representation. Although repre-
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sentation is often a mixture of different representative models, scholars argue that

Burke’s trustee model of representation (Burke, 1899) is on the decline and larger

online constituencies will enable more delegate forms of representation (Shogan, 2010;

Straus et al., 2013).

2.3. Responsiveness

The arguments about the impacts of technology on representation stem from a larger

claim that the communication practices of representatives are important for measur-

ing representation. Specifically, the exploration of the relationship between constituent

communication and representative actions measure responsiveness. Responsiveness is

an essential component of any investigation of representative-constituent communica-

tion because it affects how and when representatives will communicate with and act

upon constituent demands. Yet the term, often quoted from Pitkin’s definition of rep-

resentation (Pitkin, 1967), is not well defined (Eulau and Karps, 1977). For example,

according to Fenno, responsiveness assumes the existence of two-way communication

(Fenno, 2003; Eulau and Karps, 1977, p.238). The act relies heavily on some flow of

information. For Eulau and Karps, responsive can be split into four categories of pol-

icy, service, allocation, and symbolic responsiveness (Eulau and Karps, 1977). Lastly,

Easaiasson et al. split responsiveness into actions of listening, explaining, and adapting

policy actions (Esaiasson et al., 2017). If any of these ideas are tied to representation

and responsiveness, then we should see ICT embody them in their use. In many in-

vestigations of technology for representation, scholars focus their attention towards

policy responsiveness (Eulau and Karps, 1977). At the heart of these discussion is

the ability of new communications technology to enhance citizens’ ability to influence

the Members’ policy decisions – with the hopes that new methods will create a more
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directly representative democracy (Neblo et al., 2018). Therefore it is important to

investigate how ideas of responsiveness occur in practice.

2.4. Unsupported Claims of Change

Without doubt, technical innovations have provided numerous pathways for con-

stituents and MOCs to communicate. However, there is little evidence that MOCs

use ICTs to be responsive to constituent opinion through their policy actions. For

example, MOCs use websites and social media platforms primarily for self-promotion

and policy position-taking (Glassman et al., 2013; Golbeck et al., 2010; Owen et al.,

1999; Mergel, 2012), establishing little two-way communication with constituents (Gol-

beck et al., 2010). Recent systemic investigations of the Congressional correspondence

process find no clear indication that correspondence with constituents is considered

by legislative staffers working on policy (Foundation, 2017). Instead, Abernathy em-

phasizes that these procedures fail to utilize correspondence management practices

that capture constituent opinion as a meaningful resource to policy decision-making

(Abernathy, 2015). This correspondence technology has also been shown to promote

the datafication of citizen information that configures how policymakers engage citi-

zens as legitimate actors within the policymaking process (Mcdonald et al., 2019).

This lack of effective citizen communication is further supported by continuing evi-

dence that elected officials are more responsive to interest groups and elites rather than

their constituents (Gilens and Page, 2014; Druckman and Jacobs, 2015; Broockman

and Skovron, 2018). Members and their staff have significant misperceptions about

the policy preferences of their constituents, often having far more extreme views than

the public’s actual policy preferences (Hertel-Fernandez et al., 2019). Growing forms

of technology-enabled constituent communication are not providing Members an op-
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portunity to obtain accurate and representative views of their district that could be

used to make policy decisions.

This clear lack of policy impact may help expe growing sense of disillusionment from

citizens and their lack of participation in governance (Hay, 2007). Citizens trust in the

federal government to ’do what is right’ is at a historic low (Pew, 2019), with confidence

in Congress at an all-time low (Gallup, 2007). Thus, there is a clear conflict between

the promises, expectations, and realities of adopting these technologies to discern

constituent opinion and be responsive through policy behaviors. We contribute towards

understanding this conflict by offering evidence of a symbolic adoption of technology,

where the promotional rhetoric is separated from communication practices as a way

to bridge two very different ideas of responsive democratic communication.

2.5. Institutionalism

Institutional practices and technology design often play a large role in configuring

how communication takes place and determining its outcomes. Yet, explorations of

institutional variables are rare in research of online civic communication (Chadwick,

2011). In this paper, we argue that an institutional framework offers an important lens

to understand this conflict between what Member’s offices say and what they do when

it comes to their use of ICT for constituent communication. Most studies that explore

the Congressional adoption of ICTs use external indicators such as social media post

(Golbeck et al., 2010), website design (Contini et al., 2005), and financial reporting

processes, with very few investigations exploring the actual communication practices

in the offices of MOCs and the norms that influence how they make sense of constituent

communication (Esterling et al., 2005). In addition, nearly all studies exploring MOC’s

responsiveness have not explored the actual systems that make policy responsiveness
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possible – that is the internal office structures and technologies which collect an discern

constituent communication (Abernathy, 2015). Further, there is an absence of research

on staff perceptions and behaviors around ICTs in relation to their policy decision-

making. Staff are the gatekeepers of constituent communication (Foundation, 2017),

and key players in the policy decision-making process (Montgomery and Nyhan, 2017).

Focusing on how staff make sense of the role of ICTs in constituent communication

enables new insights into the tension between promoted and actual uses of ICTs for

constituent correspondence.

We use a framework of institutional isomorphism to explain our findings. We use

an institutional framework because Congress is, itself, an institution with individual

MOCs as organizations – sometimes labeled as the Congressman enterprises (Salisbury

and Shepsle, 1981). The behaviors of MOCs are inextricably linked to the long-standing

and highly political institution of Congress. Thus, institutional frameworks can help

explain their behaviors (Fountain, 2004).

Communication practices in any organization are socially constructed and technol-

ogy adoptions are transformed by political and cultural arrangements of the institution

(Chadwick and May, 2003). These dynamics matter a great deal to how technologies

are used in practice. Interrogating the institutional arrangements should be a priority

in any attempt to understand how and why technologies are adopted and how they

make political change.

Previous research in political science has already identified many institutional influ-

ences on MOC’s technology adoption and use. MOCs adopt technology that conforms

to the norms of the Congressional institution by mimicking incumbents (Esterling

et al., 2005; Chi and Yang, 2015) and following instructions from more powerful actors

such as party leaders and chambers (Owen et al., 1999). Available ICTs are contracted
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and managed by the offices of the Congressional chamber, such as Chief Administrative

Office (CAO) of the House, which limit their technology choices (Ward and Graves,

2018). Studies that explore internal processes for Member-constituent communication

also find that the methods for managing correspondence technology trend across offices

(Foundation, 2017). Given that staff turnover is frequent, staffers most likely transfer

technologies and practices learned in one office to another, offering spillover effects

on legislative activity and expertise (Montgomery and Nyhan, 2017). The result is

a substantial institutional influence over the procurement of ICTs and their use for

constituent correspondence.

Through our framework, we found neo-institutionalism theories of isomorphism es-

tablished by DiMaggio & Powell to be an important and fruitful lens for understanding

the practices of MOCs (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). This theory suggests that as or-

ganizations attempt to innovate, they can become homogenous in their goals and prac-

tices as a result of isomorphic influences such as coercion from cultural norms external

in society (coercive), mimicking of other organizations (mimetic), and internal norms

pre-existing in the institutions (normative). Meyer and Rowan suggest that there are

consequences to this isomorphism. If organizations are driven to incorporate practices

that are rationalized independent from the organization, then these practices can con-

flict with actual goals of the organizations. This is because they work towards creating

institutional legitimacy more than actual efficiency (Meyer and Rowan, 1977). In other

words, organizations will adopt practices and technologies that are taken-for-granted

by the institution and external parties. These practices may not improve the outcome

of their organization, but they have a ceremonial purpose of proving legitimacy as an

office within the broader institution.

We find that such ceremonial adoption is taking place in Congress. ICTs are ex-
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ternally promoted sources of communication for MOCs that are encouraged by the

chambers, party groups, citizens, advocacy campaigns, and other higher Congressional

powers. By adopting such technologies, MOCs are legitimated by their colleagues and

citizens as more open to communication. However, while ICTs are expected and pro-

moted as tools for direct and responsive forms of engagement with citizens, MOCs may

not use these tools to achieve these aims. Yet, we find that MOCs’ offices feel obligated

to integrate such systems. The tension we find between imagined and actual outcomes

of ICTs use can be partially explained by these institutionally framed adoptions of

ICTs.

3. Methods

In order to explore technologies for constituent communication, we gather staff per-

spectives on the value of ICTs through both formal and informal modes of data collec-

tion. We deployed an explanatory sequential mixed-methods approach (Creswell and

Creswell, 2017), where a quantitative survey of staff inspired a larger qualitative in-

vestigation through ethnographic observations and staff interviews. This methodology

is considered an effective tool to explain and elaborate the outcomes of a quantitative

approach using qualitative understandings.

The original purpose of the survey was to measure the institutional capacity and

public accessibility of the U.S. Congress. Staff were asked questions related to con-

stituent correspondence processes, attitudes towards technology for correspondence,

the capacity of the office to perform their Congressional duties, and satisfaction with

characteristics of their chamber. Our analysis focuses on questions within this survey

that capture the goals of correspondence and their use of correspondence technology.

Those questions qualified our assumption that staff were institutionally promoting re-
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sponsiveness and the potential of ICTs to promote responsive behaviors. Given that

empirical investigations from scholars find little evidence of this narrative taking place

in practice, a deeper investigation was needed to understand this conflict. This led to

our ethnographic fieldwork and staff interviews. The lead researcher worked on Capitol

Hill for a Congressional non-profit for six months during two, three-month intervals

in the summers of 2017 and 2018. During that time, the lead researcher conducted 48

interviews with staff to understand how the logic of using constituent communication

technology was taking place in practice. The results of both the survey and interviews

are examined in detail in this section.

4. Congress Survey

Approximately 200 staff took the survey in August and October of 2016. The sur-

vey was completed in collaboration with a Congressional non-profit. The design and

the survey collection were performed by the non-profit. We gained full access to the

resulting data after its collection. 1,900 senior Congressional staffers were recruited

to the survey. Senior staff describe the Chief of Staff (COS), Legislative Director

(LD), Communication Director/Press Secretary (CDs/PDs), and District/State Di-

rector (DDs/SDs). Staffers were contacted through a convenience sample of email ad-

dresses obtained by a pay-to-use Congressional directory. The 1,900 staffers contacted

make up approximately 88% of the total senior staff population in Congress at that

time - assuming there are atleast four in each of the 535 offices. We were not provided

the original recruitment list for this survey and cannot conclude that self-selection was

random, potentially causing self-selection bias.

Each staffer received an email requesting participation. A total of 206 staffers re-

sponded. Some participants were not senior staff. We suspect that the recruited staffer
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passed on the survey to their co-workers. This has been shown in other studies where

higher-level staffers will ask lower-level staffers to take surveys on their behalf Aber-

nathy (2015). To control for this, staff members were asked to state their role in the

office with an additional open-ended option of ‘Other.’ For anonymity purposes, staff

were not asked to list their Member, and we cannot evaluate the number of staff who

participated in each Member’s office.

In the first question we analyze, staff were asked to answer the question “What

are your office’s top two goals for processing and responding to constituent correspon-

dence?” Staff were provided ten options, including an open-ended ‘other’ response.

Staff were expected to choose two. We use this question as an indicator of priority for

correspondence. By understanding their top priorities, we could identify whether those

priorities are reflected in the use of correspondence technology. 167 staffers answered

this question, with 80% of those staffers selecting “To be responsive to constituents” as

one of their top two choices. For comparison, the second highest choice was “To reply

within a specified timeframe (e.g., two weeks)”, with 30% selection. We do not compute

a significance test on this question. We believe the proportion itself is a compelling

indicator of responsiveness as a high priority to correspondence across Congress. Given

that constituent correspondence is the primary form of communication between cit-

izens and their MOC, it is logical that staff want their correspondence to provide a

pathway for responsive behaviors. And from this question, we see that responsiveness

is perceived as a high priority for a number of staffers.

[INSERT TABLE A1.]

The second question we use from this survey asked staff to rank the helpfulness

of different technology used in the office. “If your office could make better use of
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the following tools, how helpful do you think each would be to your office’s abil-

ity to perform its duties?” Those tools were social media, cloud storage, hardware,

smartphones, productivity applications, collaboration applications, videoconferencing

applications, and constituent databases. This paper discusses two of the tools listed;

the constituent database and social media. Questions pertaining to social media and

constituent databases are appropriate measures because they are exclusively used for

constituent correspondence. The constituent database systems are used in MOC’s of-

fices to capture, log, store, and analyze contact for constituents. Social media pertains

to any internet-based system which allows offices to communicate publicly with their

constituency. In the survey, the participants were given examples of “(Facebook, Twit-

ter, Instagram, Vine, etc.)” to define social media.

Staff were given a scale of helpfulness ranging from ‘Very helpful’ to ‘Very unhelp-

ful’, with an option of ‘Don’t Know/No Opinion’. Each question produced similar

trends of perceived helpfulness. 57% of staffers found social media to be helpful over-

all, and 70% found the constituent database to be helpful overall to their duties in

office. These results are consistent with our understanding of office structure. Social

media and constituent databases are crucial to offices because they provide access to

constituent comments and manage incoming contact to offices. These findings are also

reflected in previous surveys that find overall high satisfaction with ICTs in Congress

(Goldschmidt, 2017). A distribution of demographic information for these questions is

provided in the Appendix.

We also performed a regression analysis across demographic information to detect

any differences in attitudes across the institution. We did not see any statistically

significant demographic covariates in the model for helpfulness of social media. There

seems to be some significant difference in the way communication director, district
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directors, and those labeled as ‘other’ responded to the helpfulness of constituent

databases. However, the Location (District or Washington D.C.), Party, and Chamber

did not have a statistically significant effect. Thus, we do not assume these demo-

graphics affect staffers attitudes towards social media and constituent databases –

showing general consistency in opinions across the institution. Further explanation of

this regression can also be found in the appendix.

This survey identified two primary pieces of information. First, the majority of

participating staff perceive responsiveness as one of the highest priorities to their

correspondence process. This comes as no surprise given that in other studies, senior

legislative staff have identified constituent opinion as highly important to their MOCs

(Hertel-Fernandez et al., 2019). Second, staff across the institution generally find social

media and constituent databases as helpful ICTs for their correspondence process.

These results offer promising evidence of an institution-wide desire by staff to use ICTs

for correspondence to enhance responsiveness to constituents. Together, this confirms

our belief that offices promote ICT as tools for responsive citizen engagement.

This survey offered an important confirmation of our assumptions and reinforced the

disparities between Congressional rhetoric and empirical evidence. Being responsive

is one of the highest priorities to the MOC’s correspondence process. But, as we

see in previous literature, there is substantial evidence that Member’s offices are not

using communication technologies to discern constituent opinion for policy decision-

making. If this is the case, how are staffers conceptualizing responsiveness through

these technologies? This question requires a qualitative approach.
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5. Interviews

To uncover staff logics, we move “inside the box” (Chadwick, 2011) to identify the

internal institutional dynamics that precede how staffers utilize ICT – conducting

interviews during six months of ethnographic fieldwork in Washington D.C. We con-

ducted 47 semi-structured interviews with staff and interns. The goal of these inter-

views was to obtain two types of information: details about the exact process for

managing constituent communication and their perception of the value of technology

in the correspondence process, especially the constituent databases and social media.

This interview data was collected in various forms throughout the field work. The

first form is 40 semi-structured interviews conducted by the lead researcher. While

establishing rapport in Congress, the researcher interviewed a snowball sample of 14

staff. This was followed by interviews with 25 staff after a randomized list of 100 offices

were invited to partake in interviews. The second form is seven close-ended interviews

performed in conjunction with the same non-profit that conducted the survey. These

staff were participating in projects with the non-profit. The lead researcher sat in the

room when those interviews were held, and later transcribed all the recordings. The

last interview is a public recording given by three current and previous staffers at an

interactive media festival. This interview focused on constituent communication and

the best methods for constituents to communicate with their MOC.

In total, the data set includes nine interns, twenty-six legislative correspondents

(LCs), one staff assistant, four Legislative Assistants/Aides (LAs), five Chiefs of Staff

and Deputy Chiefs of Staff, and two Communications Directors (CDs). The data set

provides an emphasize on correspondence staff while accounting for other staff per-

spectives within MOC offices. We include interns because they are at the front lines of

constituent correspondence. Interns are the first and sometimes only people to listen,
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read, and record constituent contact, thus providing quality insight into day-to-day

interactions with constituents. 40% of the staff interviewed were Republican while 60%

were Democrat. The offices were regionally spread across the U.S. with 19% Midwest,

38% West, 19% Northeast, and 23% South. 41 offices were interviewed, with 2-3 staff

interview from 4 of those offices. Demographic Information about each staffer’s role,

geographic region, and party can be found in the appendix.

We performed data analysis using qualitative coding (Saldaña, 2015) . This coding

was conducted iteratively between interviewing windows. After all the survey responses

were collected, we went back and re-evaluated the initial code schema to disentangle

the various discussions that evolved over the course of all the interviews. In the first

full round of data analysis, we openly coded salient discussions about staffs’ opinions

about technology and correspondence practices to link their actions back to the results

of the survey. In the second round of data analysis, we began to draw out themes

related to the connections between the constituent database technology and described

correspondence practices. Subsequent rounds of analysis help frame these connections

into the theme of ceremonial adoption, where we identified the tension between how

correspondence is discussed by staff and how correspondence plays out in practice.

During the interviews, staff provided descriptions of how constituent comments sent

via digital channels is used within MOCs’ office. We use these descriptions to identity

whether constituent opinion is a factor in policy creation. Throughout interviews, it

became clear that constituent opinion is used primarily to track constituent senti-

ment in order to respond to constituent contact. This work is performed within the

constituent databases and rarely crosses the attention of MOCs.
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6. Findings

6.1. Tracking Constituent Opinion

Every office in Congress uses constituent databases to capture and record incoming

constituent contact. Constituent databases are chosen through a small approved list

of technology vendors, with 80% of the offices using the same two databases systems.

Staff use these databases to record all forms of digital and non-digital communication

with constituents. This includes communication mediums such as email, fax, phone,

postal letters, and in-person meetings. Staff do not typically record any communica-

tion from constituents on social media. The database becomes the central repository

for information about anyone who has contact this office. This includes the name,

address, dates of contact, method of contact, and topics discussed. The constituent

databases are powerful gatekeepers of communication. Unless constituent contact is

recorded in this database, it is minimally addressed by communications staff because

the information is not logged anywhere else.

When communication is entered into the database, the data is organized in a process

staff describe as ‘batching’. Staff use this process to tag contact by themes or topics.

The batch tags used by each office vary tremendously and are often determined by

the staff who is in charge of the batching process. Some offices tag constituent contact

by bill number or by overall topic such as ‘gun control’ or ‘healthcare.’ Some include

extraneous batches for contact such as ‘rants’ or ‘complaints about the president.’

Essentially, these are labels for organize contact into different pockets of information.

Staff use peculiar rhetoric to describe the use of contact information logged into the

databases – often describing a quantification process to track the salience of topics

being discussed by their constituencies. By using the word track, we emphasize staff’s
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desire to passively collect general indicators of sentiment. Staff frequently described

constituent sentiment in health-related phrases such as ‘temperature’ or ‘pulse,’ indi-

cating that correspondence reflects a metabolic process to track.

“Every now and again we overlook a bill that a constituent points out but generally it’s

for taking temperature.” - P43

“[We] [u]se it just to get feedback. . . It’s not necessarily used to make a policy decision,

just to check the pulse of the constituency...You can answer a phone for a day and pretty

much know what constituents think.” - P38

“...seeing what’s on people’s mind is more valuable than the content (of correspondence).”

- P26

In this case, constituent opinion is tracked using brief descriptors of contact, signal-

ing apathy towards the reasons and claims of constituents. Another example of this

happens during heavy periods of constituent contact where simple reporting terms

such as ‘Pro/Con Bill X’ are acceptable documentations of contact.

“...anytime you got a call, one of the interns was the first one to answer it. You’d just

pick up and say ’Thank you for calling the Representative’s office, how can I help you?’.

Most of the time, it was just constituents calling and you would listen to their concern,

you would take notes so that you could do the summary just take a couple notes. . . .Just

be like ok, here’s that they are all basically saying the same thing. They are all pro this.

And then sometimes we would get one that wasn’t about anything that we had heard

before. Like I would get one and read it and be like, I don’t know what this is about.

I have to actually look it up at the time. And then I’d have to put a more detailed

description into it. Ok pro this thing, relating to whatever it is.” - P10

The practice of tracking through summarized information is not new. Staffers have

historically documented summaries of volume, position, and tone of contact for par-
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ticular issues (Owen et al., 1999). The tracking alone does not indicate a lack of policy

responsive behavior. MOCs could still use general sentiment knowledge to develop

their policy agendas. However, the systematic details of the correspondence process

do not provide such evidence. Once contact information is logged into the system,

staff describe the process of developing mail reports, also known as executive sum-

maries, to summarize the types of constituent opinions coming in. These mail reports

are internal reporting mechanisms used to inform other staffers in the office about

the incoming contact. Previous research by Abernathy offers substantial empirical de-

scriptions of these mail reports, which show that they include primarily instructive

metrics to manage correspondence and not information about constituents’ opinions

(Abernathy, 2015).

Sometimes more detailed information is captured if the constituent offers a good

story. But staffers will only capture the narrative that a constituent offers when they

deem such stories relevant to their pre-existing agendas and media campaigns. Con-

stituent contact can strengthen pre-existing stances of MOC, but there is little evidence

it will persuade their judgements.

“The LA wants narratives. They like to sit down and hear from people who have stories

so the Congresswoman can tweet about it.” - P2

“I mentioned for the ACA, we were looking for very, very compelling stories for that.

People would call, I think [The Member] tweeted something out. Like we had our com-

munications director tweet something out saying like ”call our office with something

compelling to say”, and it’s didn’t change her policy stance or anything in the ACA. But

it helped strengthen it.” - P8

As seen in other research, we find little evidence that constituent databases en-

able responsive behaviors to constituent contact. The same is true for social media
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where contact from constituents through these platforms are rarely documented in

the database. Staffers say they cannot integrate social media comments into their

database, unless they did so by hand. In addition, staff see social media users in very

different lights. Different platforms promote different levels of engagement, and it is

very difficult for staff to differentiate constituents from non-constituents. Although

staff promote social media as a way to communicate with their district, the actual

process for managing correspondence does not include social media.

“To be very clear Facebook is seen as our constituents. And that is where we are mes-

saging thanks to our constituents. Twitter is seen as activists and press and DC. But

Facebook is where we are really putting our best face forward with really thoughtfully

crafted messages because we see that as our constituents...[Social Media] could be more

effective if you have a well-crafted message. I guess the reason I’m so negative right now

is if you look at our Twitter feed it is full of bots. And I can identify them all. They

have 37,000 tweets, they started in June of 2016 and 2017. They’re not hard to identify.

[Twitter] is where a lot of engagement is coming from and it’s really too bad and so we

ended up zoning some of it else out.” - P21

Despite the media’s limited ability to influence policy, it is still a powerful tool for

outgoing communication. So much so, that majority leaders have internal competitions

for Members to gain as many followers as possible on different social media platforms

(Hoyer, 2019). In return the winning Members get recognized with a trophy . Thus,

outside pressures to the office encourage continued and expanded use of these media

platforms.

Staff were further probed to explain why constituent communication does not in-

fluence policy decision-making. Staff defend their behavior, arguing that most contact

isn’t valuable. Staff report that incoming contact via digital channels primarily com-
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prises of redundant messages sent by advocacy campaigns; angry constituents calling

to express their emotions rather than their policy concerns; and messages sent hours

or days past the time of a vote.

“It’s not a bad thing when you get [uninformed] calls like that. Most people just call

because they just don’t know or understand...They call to express their opinion about a

bill, but also request more information as well.” - P2

“[there’s] not many sophisticated letters that are coming from constituents. They aren’t

influential.” - P4

”And this is another thing, a lot of the callers are not well informed. And who knows

that their source of information is and weather its a valid point that they are making....a

decent portion of the constituents calling are are well informed but ...they are a small

sample and their voice may not have an impact there. But when it comes voting time,

the misinformed constituents have equal voting power. So the Congressmen has to take

that into account because at the end of the day, that is what matters. Not that there

was a small sample of well informed individuals that had valid opinions on issues. What

good is that if the bulk of the population is misinformed . . . [And] the campaigns. It was

cruel because sometimes they would wage them like a day late. Or they voted at 10am

and they were still calling in the evening.” -P9

Redundancy in both the content and the contactors is brought up frequently by

staff. Staff repeatedly hear from only a handful of citizens, and MOCs won’t change

their opinion for only a small number of constituents. The content within advocacy

campaigns is also redundant, using the same messages over and over as part of a large

campaign of messages.

“So we would get like 30 emails from the same organization with the same message, just

with this person that’s sending it. But we would get mail from the constituents too,
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pretty frequently from the same people...I remember one [citizen] in particular, I forgot

her name but she was pretty much either writing or we would get like a letter or a small

postcard or something from her probably every other day. And a phone call every other

day.” - P7

Media events also trigger an increase in contact from constituents, but this contact is

claimed to be a quick emotional response, rather than what is perceived as a thorough

and thoughtful insight into the event’s discussion.

“. . . they saw him on TV and he said something they didn’t like and now they are calling

to shout at me. And that was a thing also, my Congressmen was on TV a lot. He did a

lot of interviews on a lot of different channels. He’s a democrat but he’d go on Fox news

relatively often.” - P10

“if [Trump] would say something that was not exactly policy but a policy type of opinion,

like they would call it in and say ‘you need to oppose him doing this’ and you know he

even really wasn’t doing anything, just talking.” - P9

Despite an increasing volume of contact, staff offer little optimism that information

collected from constituents through these channels has enough value to affect policy

decisions. Although new ICTs such as constituent databases provide the ability for

staff to efficiently record and process more information, the overload is not seen as

reflecting the opinion of more citizens – and thus broadening the citizen base. Rather,

redundancy within the volume is experienced as an information fatigue (Bimber, 2003).

That fatigue exhausts staffers’ time and resources, flooding staff with undervalued

contact that dilutes any information that could be of value.

Again, this perceived lack of value in constituent contact is not new. An overwhelm-

ing volume of inconsequential information was also highlighted in staff interviews by

Owen et al. in 1999 Owen et al. (1999). However, the scholars of that piece had
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optimism that this would change with an increased understanding of technological

systems and the development of new correspondence management systems like con-

stituent databases. Despite large improvements to ICTs and increased use of digital

correspondence, the concerns are the same.

ICTs are rationalized institutional elements in MOCs’ responsive strategies. They

are adopted and used by nearly all MOCs, and publicly emphasized as systems for

policy responsiveness. However, in reality they are barely considered sources of policy

information. Yet, MOCs still feel the need to emphasize this claim. As a result, the

institutional myth (Meyer and Rowan, 1977) of these technologies promoting respon-

siveness becomes a rationalized necessity for all MOCs to use as part of their office

structures. Of course, MOCs use both constituent databases and social media for more

than listening to constituents. They also use these technologies to develop outgoing

communication and media, which are very important for establishing a public sense of

trust (Fenno, 2003; Eulau and Karps, 1977). Nonetheless, they continue to publicly en-

courage citizens to contact the office through digital channels as a means of persuading

their policy-decision making. When it comes to the promotional value of these ICTs

as platforms to encourage responsive communication, the promises embedded within

their public narratives do not match reality.

6.2. Responsive vs. Responding

Returning to the survey, staff say one of their top goals is to be “responsive” to con-

stituent opinion and that ICTs for correspondence can promote responsive behaviors.

If our interviews provide little evidence for responsive behaviors in the use of con-

stituent databases and social media, where do these opinions come from and where

might they play out in practice? We identify where these opinions come from by ex-
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plaining the role of outgoing correspondence, where staff find tremendous value in the

action of responding to constituent contact. Here we emphasize the difference between

being “responsive” and “responding” to constituents, while explaining how staff use

these terms respectively to describe their behaviors.

Staff describe outgoing correspondence when providing examples of how the cor-

respondence process promotes responsiveness to constituents. This correspondence is

primarily pro forma emails and postal letters thanking constituents for their input.

Often these letters and the language used within them transfer across offices of the

same party, with correspondence staff sharing copies of previous and current letters

through a repository of historical letters. One staffer said they tried to remain neutral

on all letters to ensure they wouldn’t anger constituents. This supports research of the

U.S. Senate that finds that explanations in the letters are tailored to their audience

(Grose et al., 2015), furthering their ability constructively respond to citizens attitudes

in order to gain their support.

Staff believed responding to constituents through these letters signified a form of re-

sponsive behavior. These responses are taken seriously by many offices who emphasize

their importance by prioritizing an efficient turnaround time to reply to constituents.

This is seen both in the survey and interviews. In the survey, 30% of staff, said one of

their top two goals for is to reply within a specified timeframe (See Table 2). Although

the number is small, it was the second highest option chosen in the question, and was

later emphasized during staff interviews.

“We’re a two-week turnover. We take it very seriously. At the end of every month we

do what’s called zero mail day where no mail is allowed to still be in the system. That

is rare but we take it very seriously...Our two-week turnaround time, does require us to

write shorter letters right but I have that we do this balancing act of like we want to get
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back to you in a timely way and we want to be substantive and they just constantly kind

of even out right.” - P21

“...you want [responses] at a consistent pace. You do not want to keep (the constituents)

hanging.” - P1

These responses to citizens are often stock ‘thank you’ notes that indicate to citizens

that their MOC received their input and appreciate their contact. Although staff see

these response letters as a requirement, some recognize them as promoting lesser forms

engagement.

“So it’s more like just data collection. And it’s not really personalized, like our responses.

They’re like automatic responses.” - P9

“We respond to mail but we don’t communicate with constituents.” - P38

“[I] want more a mixture of townhall meetings, town councils, celebrations, and our side

should be building a stronger social media response team to respond to it. There is no

clear answers or solution. Sometimes you reach out to them and they don’t feel it’s the

right response.” - P33

“I like the idea of [campaign mail]. It lowers the barrier to political participation in

anyway is good. [But] there’s a difference in getting voices heard and knowing they are

responded to. I wish there was a better way to communicate how that works.” - P43

“Well we still had to pretend that we cared. As terrible as that sounds, you can’t just

hang up or say sorry. But you still listen and then you ask them at the end usually ok,

can I get your address so we can send some response. Because we always sent, when

people called in or mailed in or sent an email or fax, we always responded. You know a

thank you letter addressing their concerns, usually an email. That’s how they preferred

to do it.”- P10

Staffer 33 was particularly interested in making sure that their office provides the
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‘right response’, indicating that the communication to constituents is focused on re-

sponding to constituents in a way that satisfies them. Staffer 43 wished there was

more explanation of the difference between being heard and being responded to or

what they said was “actually being heard”. The staffer believed that citizens have a

high expectation of a response but didn’t fully understand that such responding is not

the same as “being heard” in terms of being responsive to constituents.

The perception that constituents desire a formal written response was echoed by

other staff who felt there was an obligation to respond to keep the constituents sat-

isfied. Whether or not a formal written response is actually desired or expected by

constituents is neither questioned nor confirmed by staffers. This assumption func-

tions as a highly rationalized myth that binds the office to the process of responding.

This view is common across offices, which use these pro forma responses as insurance

against claims of responsive negligence to their constituency. By answering phone calls

and sending reply letters, the MOC can assert that they are taking constituent voices

into account – whether or not these voices are heard in any substantive manner. This

fits Fenno’s account of trust and voting leeway (Fenno, 2003), in which Member’s may

believe these letters provide a form of trust and explanation (Grose et al., 2015) to the

constituency that increases their ability to make policy decisions how they choose.

Responding to constituents also came up during conversations about the responsi-

bilities of correspondence staff vs. policy staff within MOCs’ offices. Policy staff are

those who primarily work on developing and understanding bills, and discussing policy

decisions for the Member. When describing the communications process, correspon-

dence staff initially say policy staff partake in the correspondence process and listen

to constituents. However, when probed to describe further, correspondence staff say

policy staff are used to help develop their outgoing correspondence, especially when
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the correspondence staffer is unsure about the policy stance of their MOC. Policy staff

are not always shown correspondence by citizens and often not made directly aware

of the constituents’ opinions.

By prioritizing outgoing correspondence as a method of responding to constituents,

the offices use pro forma responses as the primary method for demonstrating “re-

sponsive” practices – and describe their actions through a language of responsiveness.

These actions fit normative conceptions of symbolic adoption, where the evolution of

the organization’s language morphs to the institutional goals. The vocabulary used by

staff frames how task will be carried out. In this case, the word responsiveness is tied

to the word respond – tying the findings from our surveys and interviews together. The

language becomes flexible and allows staff to bridge the public narrative around the

potential of ICTs to enable responsive representation and the reality of the process.

The same words are used to promote different values in constituent engagement.

7. Discussion

We find that the adoption of ICTs in Congress follows institutional practices of sym-

bolic adoption. Despite clear evidence from scholars that ICT enabled communication

has not led to responsive policymaking, these systems are regularly used in a man-

ner that is recognized by the institution as expected and legitimate. Congress adopts

new communications technology to promote the appearance of responsive engagement

with their constituents and each other without actually becoming more responsive to

constituent opinion and sentiment in their policy decisions. By using the term “respon-

sive”, staff are able to create a narrative that appears to align with public sentiment

about the role of ICTs in promoting more responsive representation while eliding that

possibility.
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The results of this study may point to a form of symbolic responsiveness, where these

actions are meant to create a sense of trust and confidence in the Member , rather

than have any direct impact on their policy decision-making (Eulau and Karps, 1977).

Such actions would make sense given the already symbolic nature of the adoption

of such technologies - and we believe this symbolism perpetuates in the technologies

use. However, even if representatives are using these systems to perpetuate a form

of symbolic responsiveness, it is still important to make a clear distinction between

the act of responding to constituents and the act of being responsive. Eulau & Karp

highlight this confusion that is often seen in scholarly work during their exploration

of responsive representation:

“‘Responsiveness’ and ‘response’ are not the same thing. On the contrary, a representative

whose behavior is purely reactive–a condition that is hard to conceive on reflection but

one that the ‘concurrence mode’ postulates–is the very opposite of a politically responsive

person . . . ” (Eulau and Karps, 1977, p. 249).

Indeed, measuring the responsiveness of a person based on their efforts to respond

is not a clear indicator of responsive representation. And yet this rhetoric is used by

staff to do exactly that. By batching and tracking constituent’s policy preferences,

Members and staff provide evidence that they are listening and considering citizen’s

views.

As highlighted by previous work (e.g., Abernathy, 2015; McDonald and Mazmanian,

2019), these actions limit the ability of offices to listen and capture information that

could be valuable to their policy decisions. This is not to say that MOC should be

expected to change their minds given their documentation of constituent email, phone

call, or social media post. The primary goal of representation is to make decisions on

behalf of the constituency, This goal does not require representatives to be responsive
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to all citizen input (Garsten, 2009; Pitkin, 1967; Burke, 1899). Rather, we empha-

size that MOCs currently adopt practices that appear externally to promote such

behaviors. And in doing so, MOCs restrict their ability to effectively communicate

with their constituency in a way that can be apart of their policy decision-making.

Members may not wish to make all decisions based on public will, but their efforts to

understand and interpret the public will are crucial to the democratic legitimacy of

their representation.

Although symbolic adoptions of technology occur within a variety of organizations,

they become particularly troubling in the context of democracy. The symbolic adop-

tion becomes a problem when the expectations of citizens do not match the realities

of their government. Put succinctly by Coleman, “A political system that encourages

public input into the policy-making process but ignores such input when it comes to

producing outputs lacks democratic legitimacy” (Coleman, 2017). Indeed, such adop-

tions must be cautiously evaluated. If Congress continues to adopt technologies that

portray responsive behavior, but in reality, do not promote meaningful engagement

with constituents, citizens will be pushed further from the policy-making process.

These data suggest that current uses of ICTs make this gap worse by promising new

channels for engagement, without creating meaningful opportunities for constituent

opinion to be considered in the policy decision-making process.

This process also puts a heavy toll on staff labor. If some offices allocate up to 50%

of their staff resources towards communication labor (Fitch et al., 2005) - then MOCs

are placing heavy restraints on their office’s ability to work effectively. Constituent

communication is an expensive endeavour, and yet most of staffs understandings of

constituents is based on interest groups (Hertel-Fernandez et al., 2019). This provides

a powerful example of how Congress impedes its own ability to fulfill their democratic
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duties.

Our work highlights the benefits that can emerge from taking an institutional ap-

proach to understanding technology practices in government. Future research should

consider how these institutional trends play a large role in other technology practices

including how MOC and their staff obtain expertise on information for policies and

how they use technology for internal communication inside and across other offices.

This information could help explain how constituent information is balanced with

internal and external information and expertise.

As efforts to design technologies for citizen input into government decision-making

increase, these institutional and representational realities must be taken into account.

Many scholars have already taken efforts to understand how to better involve politi-

cians in the design of public input systems (Lees-Marshment, 2015). But current schol-

arship neglects to thoroughly discuss how limited representatives are in their ability

to make decisions without full acceptance from the institution. These pressures limit

representatives’ capacity to use alternative innovative means of capturing and under-

standing constituent input in a meaningful way.

Lastly, our findings offer one explanation for why there is a communication discon-

nect between MOCs and their constituents in the age of digital media. Other variables

such as party pressures, lobbyist and interest groups, and constituent campaigns all

play an important role in understanding the practices of Congress. Nonetheless we

provide one piece of the puzzle that helps explain the impact of technology in these

communication processes - which are in need of far greater attention.
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8. Conclusion

We explored the Congressional use of ICT for constituent communication. Using sur-

veys and interviews with staff, we found a large gap between the normative and em-

pirical notions of responsive policy behavior by representatives. We find that Congress

adopts ICTs as a symbol of institutional legitimacy to comply to norms for commu-

nication in the institution. Thus, we offer insight into how the technology practices

of Congress conform to institutional expectations and practices. In doing so, we con-

tribute to the broader understanding of how political institutions affect the communi-

cation practices of representatives. We also provide evidence of when technologies can

inhibit opportunities for substantive constituent engagement- questioning the demo-

cratic legitimacy of their practice.
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Appendix A. Internal Tables

Count Relative Proportion

To build relationships with constituents 29 17.2%

To be responsive to constituents 133 79.2%

To reply within a specified timeframe e.g. two.weeks 49 29.2%

To build our constituent database and outreach lists 22 13.1%

To assess and understand the views of groups that organize advocacy 1 0%

To assess and understand our constituents views 34 20.2%

To inform and guide my boss’s priorities 12 7.2%

To educate constituents on legislation policy issues 13 7.8%

To explain the Member Senator’s position on legislation policy issues 41 24.4%

Others 2 1.2%

Table A1.: Staff Response To “What are your office’s top two goals for processing and

responding to constituent correspondence?” Each staffer chose two responses.
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Appendix B. Appendix Tables

# %

Years in Congress

6 1 8 3.9

1-3 45 21.8

4-10 72 35

>10 81 39.3

Missing 0 0.0

Role

Chief 55 26.7

Deputy Chief 11 5.3

Legislative Director 46 22.3

Legislative Assistant 5 2.4

Communications Director 27 13.1

State or District Director 45 21.8

Other 17 8.3

Missing 0 0.0

Location

DC 193 65.4

District/State 13 30.6

Missing 0 0.0

Party

Republican 98 47.6

Democrats 106 51.5

Missing 2 1.0

Chamber

House 167 81.1

Senate 38 18.4

Missing 1 .5

Total 206 100

Table B1.: Survey - Participating Staff Demographic Information
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Table B2.: Staff Demographics Compared to Response of Helpfulness of Social Media

Scale Not Helpful Neutral Somewhat Helpful Very Helpful Missing

Chamber

House 7 23 49 48 40

Senate 1 7 13 7 10

Missing 0 0 0 0 1

Party

Demo 3 15 30 21 29

Rep 5 15 30 34 22

Missing 0 0 2 0 0

Location

DC 8 24 41 36 34

District/State 0 6 21 19 17

Role

Chief 3 7 19 15 11

Communications Director 1 5 6 9 6

Deputy Chief 1 2 5 1 2

Legislative Assistant 1 0 1 0 3

Legislative Director 2 8 15 11 10

Other 0 5 2 6 4

State/District Director 0 3 14 13 15

Years in Congress

6 1 0 3 1 1 3

1 − 3 2 6 13 10 14

4-10 1 12 22 22 15

> 10 5 9 26 22 19

Age

6 25 1 2 1 4 1

25 − 30 1 5 9 9 10

31 − 40 4 13 29 16 16

41 − 50 2 5 12 12 13

> 50 0 5 11 14 10

missing 0 0 0 0 1
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Table B3.: Staff Demographics Compared to Response of Helpfulness of Constituent

Database

Scale Not Helpful Neutral Somewhat Helpful Very Helpful Missing

Chamber

House 2 9 34 87 35

Senate 0 3 7 17 11

Missing 0 0 0 0 1

Party

Demo 1 4 16 50 27

Rep 1 8 24 53 20

Missing 0 0 1 1 0

Location

DC 2 10 31 69 31

District/State 0 2 10 35 16

Role

Chief 0 5 15 24 11

Communications Director 0 0 5 15 7

Deputy Chief 0 1 3 5 2

Legislative Assistant 0 1 2 1 1

Legislative Director 2 4 9 22 9

Other 0 0 2 12 3

State/District Director 0 1 5 25 14

Years in Congress

6 1 0 0 2 3 3

1-3 0 2 10 20 13

4-10 2 5 12 42 11

>10 0 5 17 39 20

Age

6 25 0 0 3 5 1

25 − 30 0 1 6 20 7

31 − 40 2 7 17 36 16

41 − 50 0 2 9 20 13

> 50 0 2 6 23 9

Missing 0 0 0 0 1

B.1. Regression Analysis

We perform a regression analysis of these two questions against the demographic vari-

ables of Chamber, Party, Staff Role, Office Location, and Years in Office. The covari-

ates were chosen due to their availability and strong indicators of influence that can

differentiate staff and offices. Chamber can greatly affect the availability of resource.

Senate offices have a higher budget than House offices and often have more staffers,
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especially interns, to help manage constituent communication. Senate offices may have

a greater number of staff using ICTs such as social media in order to reach out to larger

populations. Thus, we may see Senate offices find social media more helpful to their

duties than House offices. Previous studies have also shown party, especially in relation

to their minority status, can greatly affect adoption rates of social media like Twitter

(Laseen & Brown, 2011). Republicans tend to be the earliest adopters of social media

as well (Laseen & Brown, 2011), which may affect their attitudes towards ICTs. Staff

roles can also have an effect on their attitudes towards these systems. Those that work

directly with these systems, may have differing opinions about the technology used

to perform their specific duties in office. Communications Director typically control

social media and the Legislative Assistant and Correspondents control the constituent

database. Thus, their attitudes towards these ICTs may be different than staffers that

do not directly use them. Similar to staff roles, the office location may create similar

effect outcomes. The roles of staffers in the district or state office are different than

those in the D.C. office, and they are physically closer to the constituents. A closer

proximity to constituents could alter attitudes towards social media and constituent

databases as helpful tools to communicate with constituents. Together, these variables

could indicate if there are differences amongst staff or if an institutional salience of

perceptions is present.

We use cumulative link models for statistical analysis to examine the ordinal data.

Cumulative link models (CLM) (Argesti, 2002), also known as ordinal regression mod-

els, allows the ordered nature of the data to be treated rightfully as opposed to a Pear-

son Chi-squared test based on contingency table. The regression framework enables

in-depth analysis of the association between response and covariates. In this paper, all

statistical analysis based on CLM. It is performed using package ordinal in R (R Core
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Team, 2018).

About 24% and 22% of the responses are missing in the questions of helpfulness

of social media and constituent database respectively. We hypothesize a missing at

random (MAR) mechanism for the missing data that can be explained by observed

covariates (i.e. the demographics) (Rubin, 1976). We regress the response variable on

all demographic variables together to study their effects and to account for missingness.

The demographic information of staff was collected as categorical variables but

are converted to dummy variables in the regression analysis. This is by far the most

prevalent way to incorporate categorical variables into regression framework. Note that

a categorical variable with J-levels can be represented by a group of (J-1) indicator

variables (i.e. dummy variables), with exactly one level being the baseline, and the

other dummy variables corresponding to levels other than the baseline. The inclusion

leads to a dramatic increase on the number of coefficients to be estimated and reduces

the degree of freedom and hence may impair the statistical power of the model. This

is often not an issue when the sample size is large, but this is obviously not the case

for this particular survey with 2016 participants.

Staff younger than 25 and 25-30 were divided into two distinct levels. We combine

them as one single level in the analysis under the assumption that these two levels ar-

guably represent staff of similar ideologies. The actual response variable is also a slight

variation of the original survey scale. “Somewhat Unhelpful” and “Very Unhelpful”

were combined to a single level “Not Helpful” to make the response variable less im-

balanced and avoid potential numerical instability. The “Don’t know / No Opinion”

options (four cases in helpfulness of social media, one case in helpfulness of the con-

stituent database) is treated as missing. Overall, the response variable in the analysis

is an ordinal variable with four ordered levels, “Very Helpful”, “Somewhat Helpful”,
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“Neutral” and “Not Helpful” (coded as 4, 3, 2, 1 respectively).

Model 1: Model 2:

Helpfulness of Social Media Helpfulness of Database

Years in Congress

6 1

1-3 1.700(1.055) 0.425(1.343)

4-10 2.017(1.052) 1.032(1.357)

>10 2.041(1.074) 1.285(1.393)

Role

Chief

Deputy Chief -0.906(0.684) 0.170(0.740)

Legislative Director -0.169(0.471) 0.101(0.503)

Legislative Assistant -2.145(1.577) -0.480(1.030)

Communications Director 0.448(0.557) 1.504∗(0.716)

State or District Director 0.306(0.632) 1.827∗(0.765)

Other 0.459(0.717) 2.307∗(0.970)

Location

DC

District/State 0.285(0.557) -0.342(0.627)

Party

Republican

Democrats -0.302(0.313) 0.385(0.366)

Chamber

House

Senate -0.550(0.412) -0.428(0.485)

Number of Complete Observations 153 157

Log-Likelihood -178.054 -128.019

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B4.: Estimated Coefficients of CLM, Analysis of Association Between Demo-

graphic Variables and Attitude Towards Technology Helpfulness

As seen in Table A1, we found insignificant effects for most of the covariates on the

odds of predicting responses to each of the two questions. We did not see any statistical

significant covariates in the model for helpfulness of social media (Model 1). For some

roles in Congress, there appears to be a statistically significant covariate for helpfulness

of the constituent database for the communication director, district directors, and

those labeled as other (Model 2). The effects of Location, Party, and Chamber are
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not statistically significant for either Helpfulness of Social Media or Helpfulness of

Database. Thus, we do not reject the null hypothesis for most of the covariates and

do not assume these particular covariates affect staffers attitudes towards social media

and constituent database.

We also ran an OLS regression on the same dataset where we treat the ordinal

response as continuous variable. The statistical significance and direction of effects are

very similar to that of our CLM, though we prefer robust properties of the CLM given

its ability to retain the ordinal nature of the original dataset.

B.2. Limitations

We acknowledge the limitations of our study. Firstly, the sample size is relatively small

and hence may undermine the power for discovering a truly existing effect. Secondly,

the MAR serves as a convenience assumption for handling missing data in this case,

and further investigation should be favorable. With the potential for unmeasured bias

in this observational data and the limitations due to sample size, the results of the

above analysis should be interpreted conservatively
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B.3. Staff Interviews

Participant — Staff Role — Region — Party

1 Intern Midwest R

2 Intern West D

3 Intern South R

4 LC West D

5 Intern West D

6 LA West D

7 Intern West D

8 Intern West D

9 Intern West D

10 Intern West D

11 LC West D

12 CD South R

13 LA Midwest R

14 LC Northeast D

15 LA South R

16 COS South R

17 COS South R

18 LC South R

19 CD West D

20 COS West D

21 DCOS West D

22 COS West D

23 LC Northeast R

24 LC West D

25 LC Midwest D

26 LC Midwest R

27 LC Midwest D

28 LC Midwest R

29 SA Midwest D

30 LC Northeast D

31 Intern South R

32 LA Northeast D

33 LC Midwest R

34 LC South R

35 LC Northeast D

36 LC South D

37 LC South R

38 LC West D

39 LC Northeast D

40 LC West D

41 LC Midwest R

42 LC Northeast D

43 LC Northeast R

44 LC South D

45 LC West D

46 LC West R

47 LC Northeast D

Table B5.: Interviews - Participants Role, Electoral Region, and Party
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